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JUSTIN HAMM 

 

 

 

Last Lesson in Ruin 

 

Of all things barn is holiest.     
Barn is crumbling red shaman;   
it is old wood and old wood  
is porous and good for drinking 
up the old man's confessions. 
  
Every scarecrow in tattered 
fatigues has his war story  
to send up to the gods. Step  
forward, scarecrow, and walk  
where your knees get lost  
in snakegrass and cockleburs. 
  
Ruined things stow away inside  
a stout magic of forgiveness.  
Find the rusted grain bins. Find 
the tractor’s bones. Find where 
the old women once worked  
afternoons behind the clothesline, 
faces like influenza, faces carved 
from terrible ancient rocks. 
  
Find the house, find the barn. 
No need to worry—it knows you.  
It knows why you have returned.  
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NATHAN SCHAAD 

 

 

 

Aporia 

 

You find yourself standing in a cornfield, just after harvest, naked, with a large 

mailbox post in your chest: a clean, total puncture which does not bleed, but throbs 

in dull pain. You do not remember much about how the post got where it was, how 

you got to where you are, or how your clothing got away from you. The cornfield 

stretches across your vision, disappearing beyond the furthest horizon, underneath 

a beautiful orange and purple clouded sky, the sun a nebulous light whose source 

could not be fully ascertained. You are alone.  

 

The ground is a flaccid thing beneath your feet, still muddy from the pesticides and 

the constant churning of tractor tires. Walking hurts; it is as though the cut-off stalks 

of corn reposition themselves specifically to jab into your Achilles tendon with every 

step. The post in your chest protests movement, but all around you there is nothing 

but cornfield as far as the eye can see. No one else is within sight, and if you were to 

lie down here, no one would ever find you, except, maybe, with the rubber of a 

tractor tire. However, by the looks of things, such would not be likely until long after 

your passing, after the ground had leeched the nourishment from your flesh. 

 

The only thought in your mind is survival, and so you run against the pain, trying to 

reach some edge to the cornfield, or someone, anything to get some aid. But the 

farmland comes and goes beneath your feet like a treadmill: never different, never 

ceasing, long into the night. The only noise is the rustle of the corn stalks beneath 

your feet and the sound of your own screams. 

 

The moon is a haze behind the clouds, and because of this, it seems brighter than it 

should be, the land before you painted in dark blue and purple and still easily 
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negotiated. This could be because of the light coming down, or it could simply be 

that you have already established your direction and you certainly don’t need your 

eyes to tell you what is off this way or that; more corn, more corn, more corn.  

 

You misstep, and trip over a corn root, falling firmly on your post. Splinters make 

themselves at home in your lungs and heart as gravity drags you down the wood 

like a shrimp on a skewer. You get your feet under you, but the post is buried in the 

soft earth, and you cannot quite manage to stand yourself up to continue walking. 

Your only option is to let your feet fly out once more, this time intentionally, and 

chew on your lip to fight off the screams as you permit the Earth to draw you firmly 

to Her bosom. There’s a hot, thick, rust-flavored fluid welling in the back of your 

throat as hot saline rolls down from your eyes. 

 

For a while you lie against the ground and let rusty saliva splash to the ground in a 

rapid sequence of choked spits, sputtering out the foul fluid to prevent your own hot 

drowning. You finally start to stand, and the post jars painfully against the ground, 

the sharpened end writhing in your chest before it finally falls free. For the first time 

in years, you can count your ribs. Blood trickles out of the gaping wound much 

slower than it should. But you pick yourself up and keep running, despite the pain, 

despite the slick red sludge covering your torso and legs, coating your feet and 

leaving tiny ponds of macabre clay in your wake.  

 

A scarecrow looms in the distance, and three haggard doves sit perched atop it, the 

feathers around their eyes molting. You have switched to walking, not having 

enough energy to keep up a faster pace. Their sparse feathers are filthy with soot, 

and they coo to one another as you stagger onward. The black marbled eyes are 

piercing as they observe you pass by. One of them flies over and perches on your left 

shoulder, and gets your hair in its beak and preens it. You are not sure if it is trying 

to make your hair look nice, or just looking for bugs to eat. You keep walking, and 

eventually it takes flight back to the scarecrow, but not before leaving a milky white 

gift on your shoulder. It has not been a very good day for you. 
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The world turns to haze as you continue walking, though with every step you are 

reminded of your locale. Surely the corn stalks have ripped through your feet by 

now. You only distantly feel the little woody posts as they prod into your muscles 

and ligaments, jamming deep as though they were the yellowed fangs of a vampire. 

In the darkness, and through the haze, everything is painted the same shade of dark 

gray, and as you continue on your way, you find yourself judging the landscape by 

touch. Corn stalks are quick to remind you that you have not actually gone 

anywhere new. Your legs finally give, and your eyes fall to darkness. You never feel 

yourself hit the ground. 

∰ 

You find yourself standing in a cornfield, just after harvest, naked, with a large 

mailbox post in your chest: a clean, total puncture which does not bleed, but throbs 

in dull pain. Cornfield stretches as far as the eye can see beneath a beautiful red and 

purple clouded sky. The sun is blocked by the clouds, and you’ve never felt so alone. 

 

A scarecrow stands off in the distance, about three hundred feet, and you head 

toward it, ignoring the pain that you feel in your feet from the piercing ends of cut-

off corn stalks. A single crow eating an ear of corn that had somehow become lodged 

in the scarecrow’s ear watches, and when you arrive it flutters down and perches on 

your post. Its feathers are an oily black, and it caws mournfully. You stand still, 

perhaps out of admiration for the crow’s plumage, perhaps out of hope that the 

crow would leave. The caw reminds you of the pain in your chest, and so you look 

around to plan your next steps. There is no indication of which direction leads to 

civilization. “Where is everyone?” you ask. The crow turns its eye to you before 

cawing and fluttering its wings, staying on the post. You ask the crow again, and it 

caws again before fluttering onto your right shoulder, preening its feathers calmly. 

 

You pass the scarecrow and head toward the point in the sky with the most intense 

light, where the sun might have been. The crow has not been much help, offering 

nothing but the occasional rub of its beak against your cheek. You look back after a 
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while and the scarecrow has disappeared beyond the horizon. The crow on your 

shoulder caws and you snap back to attention, continuing your journey forward.  

 

Already, the hole in your chest feels as though it has shrunken painfully around the 

outside corners of the post, and you can feel in vivid detail the various knots and 

splinters in the wood. A part of you would like the crow to fly away with the post, 

just to let the air in. It caws again and flutters its wings before pacing back and forth 

on your shoulder impatiently. You keep walking.  

 

The sky becomes less purple and red, replaced with an increasing prominence of 

gray. The wind does little to chill the sweat glistening on your body. You continue 

walking, and find another scarecrow. The crow on your shoulder neglects to leave, 

and no other birds are with the scarecrow to join it. You keep walking, and the sky 

once more becomes red and purple, and eventually dark blue night sets in. Your legs 

feel weak as you continue on, and your head is dizzied by the constant pain in your 

chest. You consider resting for the night, but decide such would be the end of you. 

You need to find someone immediately. You push on into the night, walking mostly 

by feeling at this point, as it is hard to see the hand in front of your face, much less 

the crow sleeping soundly on the perch you provide, its head tucked unassumingly 

under its left wing. 

 

A red morning comes, and your throat is parched. The clouds in the sky offer hope 

for rain. Your skin is pale from exhaustion and stress, and there is a new ache 

growing more and more persistent in your legs. Every step sends waves of pain 

from your foot to your groin, which serves only to remind you of the post in your 

chest. You must have been walking for miles through this cornfield. You begin to 

wonder where the keeper of this land even lives. Where is society?  

 

It’s hotter today, though the ground is not baking, but rather seems even more ready 

to give way to mud under the intense heat. You begin focusing on your journey one 

pain-addled step at a time, watching the ground as it is slowly pushed behind you, 
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one bit at a time. You see a figure off in the distance which appears to be moving 

around, and you break into a fevered sprint to try and get there, to learn something 

about how to get out of this open-air labyrinth, but more importantly, to have 

someone who will witness your condition, and have grace enough to preserve your 

life. 

 

You trip on a corn root as you go, and plow your post hopelessly into the ground. It 

tears painfully through your midsection as it digs into the ground, and you flip 

forward as it frees itself through your bowels. You watch as gravity drives a corn 

stalk through your eye. 

∰ 

You find yourself standing in a cornfield, just after harvest, naked, with a large post 

in your chest: a clean, total puncture which does not bleed, but throbs in dull pain. 

Storm clouds are brewing, and it is quickly growing dark. Three scarecrows stand in 

a bizarre diagonal, spaced approximately fourteen feet from one another. The 

furthest scarecrow from you is the only one wearing a straw hat, and a murder of 

crows is perched on its shoulders, pecking out straws for nests in turn before flying 

off in random directions. No two crows seem to go the same route, and before you 

can blink they are far off across the horizon, a perfect spread circle growing 

increasingly sparse in its points as they disappear beyond your field of vision.  

 

One haggard and soiled dove remains poised on each of the scarecrows, all of them 

cooing before flying off in formation to the south, perpendicular to the rows of corn. 

You start walking after them, following their flight path. 

 

The corn stalks are like wooden daggers in your feet as you walk, and the pain 

shoots straight up your calves and thighs; your muscles protest motion. A blue 

serpent with red and black diamond patterns pokes its head out of a nest in your 

path and flicks its tongue ponderously in your direction. You hold fast, and it hisses, 

retreating to its nest once more. You step around the nest and continue forward.  
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Your chest begins to burn and itch incessantly, and the smell of sewage fills your 

nostrils as the ground beneath you starts to give way. You sink to your ankles before 

you can take another step, only to find yourself up to your knees. You start to turn 

around, to get back out of the muck before it finds an orifice to plug, to fill with its 

own vile-scented essence, only for the ground to turn to liquid. It closes up over 

your head. You start searching for footholds, but the ground is like water as you 

sink. The post is like an anchor on your otherwise buoyant body as you clamber 

against the muck with all your strength, attempting to swim up. You force your eyes 

open to sense the direction of the light and swim up toward it. 

 

You are met with some success, and find air on your hand after a while, but when 

you reach blindly to grip something, you are met with only more fluid, and you sink 

down in the mire, deeper and deeper. Your arms are on fire as you try to once more 

make your way to solid ground. You look in the direction you think is up, and you 

see light: something to strive for. Quickly, however, your eyes cease their regular 

function, and you are no longer able to discern the light. You thrash determinedly in 

one direction, hoping your guess is accurately carrying you up to the surface, rather 

than deeper. You are forced to take a breath, and you inhale the sewage. The scent 

and flavor overpower you, and you have difficulty convincing your arms to move as 

you sink deeper and deeper. 

∰ 

You find yourself lying on your side on a concrete bench in the middle of a plaza as 

several people clad in gray cotton shirts and gray cotton pants walk by. No one is 

wearing shoes, and no one seems to take notice of you, and after a while you start to 

feel as though you have seen the same people pass several times. The mailbox post 

is still in your chest, and you can still smell the rancid mire that you drowned in. You 

can feel your heartbeat in your chest. You try to sit up, and it sends a sour electric 

pain straight to the back of your throat. You scream, but no one around you misses a 

step. 
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It is nightfall before the parade of people in gray finally ends. Neon blues, reds, and 

greens flicker on in the distance: civilization, though impossibly far away. You 

consider removing the wood from your chest and rushing towards the lights. You 

want to scream out, to get someone to take you to a hospital, to spill your blood so 

that someone would take notice, to make it absolutely impossible for you to be 

ignored.  

 

Breathing is difficult lying down, so you try once more to get back to your feet. The 

post, however, again forbids you. You are facing off toward the lights. There is 

civilization. A mad sprint and you could get help. You take hold of the post, and try 

to maneuver it around enough to wrench yourself upright. It splinters against your 

lungs when you finally succeed, making it harder to breathe. But that doesn’t matter 

now; you’re free from gravity, and civilization is within sight. You run towards the 

neon signs. They flickered on, so there must be people, you tell yourself. There must 

be someone that can help you with the post before you die again.  

 

As you run, the signs seem to get no closer. The ground has no sting like it did in the 

cornfield, so you keep running, tirelessly, desperate for someone to pay heed to your 

suffering. You exist, you matter, so you run like hell towards the signs. But they 

never get closer. 

 

They never get closer. You feel like you’ve run a marathon, yet the signs are still no 

bigger in your sight. You slow to a walk, and wonder if you should go back in the 

other direction. You’re on a road with no signs, but at least it lacks the presence of 

lacerating things. You are afraid of turning around, lest the signs in front of you 

vanish into nothingness. Walking backwards seems like a strangely attractive 

option. Giving up seems to make the most sense. You keep plodding forward, 

however. The signs have to be getting closer, you tell yourself. They were just far 

away to begin with. 
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As several days pass, with the signs still looking the same distance away, you begin 

to wonder how you have managed to survive so long with a post in your chest. More 

importantly, where were all of those people who ignored you? Why did they ignore 

you? Were they still those several miles back, still milling about with unshod feet 

and clad in gray? They did not help you then, so you keep pushing forward, not 

expecting them to help you now. You’re tired, hungry, and thirsty, but you’re not 

dead yet. There has to be some way to get the post out of your chest; to get back to 

civilization; to arrive somewhere safe. 

 

The post feels like it is getting bigger, and you decide it has to do with the tissue 

around it healing. Not that it makes the pain any worse, but you can’t help but be 

excited that something has changed in a positive way. You wonder if you could 

remove the post yourself and survive at this point. You decide it is worth trying, 

freeing the post and leaving a perfectly round, bloody hole in your torso. You 

wonder how you can feel hungry without having a stomach, but toss the post aside 

and keep walking towards the signs. There has to be something along this way. 

There just has to be. 

 

That’s when the signs change. They get just a little bit bigger. You run for them, run 

towards the neon off in the distance. Then, maybe, you can find an end to your 

suffering. You run, leaving drops of blood from your stomach in your wake, feeling 

the wind rip through your entrails like daggers. That you haven’t died yet remains a 

mystery, but you don’t think about that. You run for help; you run towards 

civilization.  

 

You often look back, just to make sure that the post is not following you. It isn’t. 

You’re free from your post; free to fight for your life; to sprint towards an 

opportunity to live. 
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BRAD JOHNSON 

 

 

 

The Atheist’s Daughter 

 
There’s doubt in me. She can’t believe 
I don’t believe. Perhaps it’s shortsighted 
but it’s not as though I’m enlisting  
for free haircuts. The apocalypse’s been 
canceled. My daughter says my stomach 
would hurt less if I ate slower but I want 
to taste it all at once, as though each bite, 
each swallow increases flavor. It doesn’t. 
When the cupcake’s gone all that’s left 
is heartburn and the paper wrapper wilting 
on the plate like some dandelion picked  
and tossed onto a sidewalk. I watch the cream  
cauliflower in my coffee. I can’t explain.  
Yes, sometimes I feel like a plastic bucket  
of water scooped from the ocean and set  
on the shore. Yes, I’m as useless as a point  
guard in the Princeton offence. At night, 
in the backyard, it’s hard for me to tell  
if it’s clouds moving or if it’s the stars.  
She’s so beautiful if I were female 
I’d hate her. She doesn’t understand 
and that’s my fault not hers. Traffic lights  
turn green. The salmon swim upstream.  
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BRAD EFFORD 

 

 

Guilty Pleasure Manifesto 

 

Section I, Article i 
 
 We are an anxious, milling race. 
 
 We are creatures of the Collective.  
 
 We are forever desperately grasping for the Cool. 
 
Section I, Article ii 
 
 We, being Uncool, of the Pack, and under Pressure, forgo articulation and  
 thoughtful self-consciousness for pre-apology. 
 
 We are battered with fragments of nostalgia, pop, and fifteen-minute-fame 
 with more violence now than ever before, its degree increasing every day. 
 
 We now find at our immediate disposal more uses for art, more avenues of 
 artistic proliferation, than we have ever known before. 
 
 These uses, as well, multiply seemingly with each new day. 
 
Section I, Article iii 
 
 We have much to take in, much to hunger for, and much to forget, often all at 
 the same time. 
 
 Our theoretical window for sifting Great Art from the Worthless has shrunk 
 to a clouded porthole—we are expected to know when it arrives, and when it 
 has lost importance. 
 
 We are thought dense or low or hopelessly out of the Loop if unable to see 
 the Cool in the New. 
 
Section I, Article iv 
 
 We, as a result, keep ourselves pressured, under constant threat of being Left 
 Behind. 
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 We, as a result, have lost pride in our interests, in that which colors us 
 unique. 
 
 We, as a result, have lost pride in ourselves. 
 
Section II, Article i 
 
 In this constant faux-confidence that stems from a deeper uncertainty that 
 might make even Freud blush, we have created the crutch of the Guilty 
 Pleasure. 
 
 The Guilty Pleasure: our method of shirking conversation or the thinking 
 artfully of anything—of convincing ourselves that our interests are worth 
 approximately nada. 
 
Section II, Article ii 
 
 We, being of the Pack and in search of the Cool, second-guess ourselves in 
 preparation for the inevitable judgment of others. 
 
 We build walls of caveat-bricks: I know it’s dumb; This is weird, but; I mean, 
 they have some good songs, right? 
 
 We know ourselves better than we know any other, better than any other 
 knows us. 
 
 We are shackled to our diffidence for no reason other than the odd desire to 
 overcome an embarrassment that should not, in reality, even exist. 
 
 We have no need for the Guilty Pleasure, no reason to adopt the term any 
 longer or the baggage the term travels heavily with. 
 
Section III, Article i 
 
 Discover terms to identify that which excites you about the art that does. 
 
 Incite an argument, begin a conversation; open yourself with confidence to 
 dialogue. 
 
Section III, Article ii 
 
 “Our Song,” by Taylor Swift, is the greatest pop song ever written. 
 
 At three minutes and twenty-four seconds, “Our Song”—written by the artist 
 at age fifteen in her pinkly-gauzed bedroom, at the foot of her four-post—is 
 bulletproof. 
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 Its structure—the indestructible pattern of verse/chorus/verse Kurt Cobain 
 obsessed over in his finer days—mines pop’s entire history, paying those 
 dues due to all who came before. 
 
 Its themes are wholly in pop’s tradition, as well: girl loves boy, preaches how 
 God can feel it, too, goes and writes a song about it. 
 
 And Ms. Swift’s grasp on male/female conversational voicing in “Our Song” is 
 staggering, nearly schizophrenic, so fluid it flurries by entirely unnoticed. 
 
 Not to mention metaphor: “Our song is the slamming screen door;” “Our song 
 is the way you laugh.” 
 
 Not to mention banjo, fiddle, electric guitar solo; not to mention every 
 instance the beat drops out, how perfect the beat drops out, how sweet. 
 
Section IV, Article i 
 
 We all have the capacity for thoughtful reflection on the reasons we flock to 
 what we flock to—this we know is true. 
 
 We need to begin thinking more in terms of Why and less in Should I? 
 
 We need to begin trusting ourselves again—enough, at least, to stand up for 
 what we love and what we despise, with reasons beyond insecurity. 
 
 We have built a culture on conversation, argument, and art—it’s time to steel 
 each other as we have steeled our generation. 
 
Section IV, Article ii 
 
 We are always in want of the Cool. 
 
 We are of the mind of the Pack. 
 
 We are anxious and wondering and lost. 
 
 We are brimming with pride and art and love—each yearns to be turned 
 inward. 
 
 Down with Guilty Pleasures, with shame, with squirreling our passions away. 
 
 Viva la Guiltless Joy, for now and for forevermore. 
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BENJAMIN GOODNEY 

 

 

 

Our Caretaker Who Self-Prescribed Electroconvulsive Therapy 
 
   I. 
 
Swooping happenstance or over the moon 
Shot down by the way it hit the mosaic 
(As though cognizant of the ways of brainstorms) 
Amethyst parrots get small in the amber sky onyx sun. 
 
Escape in the negative and don’t give me that. The caption says 
A maul: split wood bruised paper 
 
Summer patch-work turning over and over and matte 
Cream washable baby-soft interior house paint. 
Play “I’m On Fire” on the tape deck and rehearse 
How to 1985 the islands. 
 
An androgynous child throws androgynous 
Flagstones into the loveless reservoir bed. 
 
 
   II. 
 
Who are all these damn hubbubs and tchotchke catalogues? 
Memorabilia t-shirt left behind by the girl, known ex-virgin enabler. 
Snacked by the wind in the window sill broken glass. 
Slipping ink-splashed fingerprints between the seams. 
 
Reminisce only in lantern-light. 
Remembered by the mask that peeled off crackling wax — 
Inverted shape of your face yowl bite 
 
Here where the hundred-legged combine thrashes 
Tall stalks of mad-science green. And auto-mobiles all chrome 
Even to the wheel-rubber splash panel lube line slicker 
Into the drain of a Sunday. 
 
Dye powders, pressed into finger-sized angels 
Dropped into glass amphorae. Who waits to see Medusa 
Underwater? Who will take-time for tendrils? 
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Let me be known as my misunderstanding of a market economy 
Romance. When instinct evaporates like rubbing alcohol, my teeth 
Chatter too loud to tell left turns from lateral twists let alone to 
Quickly fix nomenclature to chewables. 
 
But so, 
I came to warn you about the pipes, 
And about the time of year. 
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CHELSEA TADEYESKE 

 

 

 

thin cities 

 
  now is  
 
wonderful in fashion  
 
set on dry houses  
 
 zinc  
 
crossing, linked, hangers 
 
 storing water  
 
no telling city as we  
 
  grow through  
 
describing happy life with 
 
 imagined pilings and stairways 
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turn some ashes 

 

when i think about river water 
all’s likened to my sound 
 
 
a laugh like 
white belly 
dinner coyote 
 
 
over there 
 
 
where the three dogs 
were buried 
 
 
i love a bit of sunshine  
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arcana 

 

while your brain 
took to dying 
 
i darkened doorways 
just a little 
 
‘cause nowhere ain’t  
nothin’ unlike me 
 
these trees keep 
keeping themselves 
outside 
 
and the sun sure don’t 
make a sound 
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TONY RAMSTETTER 
 

 

 

High-Wire Love Vessels: 10½ Questions for Peter Orner 

 

 

Peter Orner by Amy Chan 
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 If one looks up “highly successful and wildly creative writer” in the dictionary, 

they’re bound to find a picture of Peter Orner. 

 In addition to his many accolades, Peter Orner was also a Visiting Professor at 

Miami University in 2002. Orner made his triumphant return to campus on February 7, 

2013 to give a fiction reading from his most recent novel, Love and Shame and Love, 

which has won wide acclaim from New York Times, Washington Post, Chicago Tribune, 

and The Boston Globe, among others. Additionally, there is a film adaptation of Orner’s 

novel currently in production. (Watch the Love and Shame and Love trailer (starring 

Edward Asner) here.) 

 The morning following his reading, I had the unique opportunity to sit down 

with Peter Orner for an interview at Kofenya Coffeehouse in Uptown Oxford and pick 

his brain on his new novel, his personal writing proclivities—including his fondness for 

Eudora Welty—and the way in which Orner conceptualizes writing within the “smaller 

vessel” of the short story form as a constant “high-wire act.” 

∰ 

Oxford Magazine: Thanks for sitting down with me on this typically grey 

Midwestern morning, Peter. I know you have a soft spot for Cincinnati since you 

write a lot about the city in your work. Cincinnati happens to be my hometown. 

What do you think are some of the best kept secrets of Cincinnati, in your opinion? 

 

Peter Orner: Although I only lived in Cincinnati for a year, I grew to be very fond of 

it.  Although I’m from Chicago and much of my work is set there, I’ve always been 

interested in cities in the Midwest that didn’t quite become as big and supposedly 

important as Chicago. Cincinnati had very high hopes, and many of those hopes 

were never met. I find unmet aspirations to be a pretty beautiful and universal 

theme. Who lives up to their aspirations? Our stories, in many ways, are all about 

the expectations we had that were never met. You know what I mean? When I lived 

in Cincinnati, I got very interested in the various histories of the different 

neighborhoods: I lived in Clifton but I also spent a lot of time in Price Hill where 

there is so much of the beautiful architecture that has seen better days. In Chicago, 

http://peterorner.net/works/love-and-shame-and-love/trailer/
http://peterorner.net/works/love-and-shame-and-love/trailer/
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we knock all our buildings down. In Cincinnati, the fact that so much of the old 

buildings remain makes the city, for me, full of so many untold stories.  

 

OM: How much has Oxford changed since you were here last? You mentioned last 

night at your reading that you haven’t been to Oxford in ten years. 

 

PO: Bigger buildings downtown! [Laughs.] The thing that hasn’t changed at all that I 

think needs changed, which maybe you can take care of down the road, is the fact 

that are no bookstores.  There wasn’t any when I taught here, either. A university 

town without a bookstore? This is a crime, I think, in an otherwise lovely town. After 

teaching, I’d often ride my bike around town. Something about Oxford makes me 

think of James Wright, the great poet of Ohioan loneliness.  I find the atmosphere 

here, and in Cincinnati, conducive to the kind of isolated work I do. 

 

OM: What is the one thing you expect your students to remember, or otherwise take 

away, from your writing classes at San Francisco State? 

 

PO: That’s a good question. To be more open as readers, to not be closed-minded 

about picking at a certain aesthetic, to open one’s world up, to be more adventurous 

readers. Because I think that’s what informs one’s writing more than anything else: 

what you read and how you mix it up on a consistent basis. 

 

OM: I appreciate that idea a lot. And the age-old question I’m still honestly curious 

about. What’s your favorite book? 

 

PO: Sure, that’s always hard, you know. Do you have just one favorite book? 

 

OM: Probably not. [Both laugh.] Except for The Road [by Cormac McCarthy]. I’ve 

never assigned it to my students, though. 
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PO: It’s good not to. I’ll never assign my favorite book, or even my favorite writer. 

Some stuff as writers we need to keep a personal relationship with. For example, 

Eudora Welty. I love her so much but would never teach her. As far as my answer 

goes, I’d put [Eudora Welty’s] Golden Apples on my list. It’s glorious. Is it a book of 

stories? Is it a novel? Who knows, it’s great. I also love Faulkner’s Go Down, Moses, 

too. I like these weird, kind-of-hybrid books. Also, As I Lay Dying [by William 

Faulkner]. I will throw out one more book as my favorite because it is personal to 

me and no one has read it. There was a writer from Nebraska named Wright Morris. 

He wrote something like 35 books. He was also a great photographer; his work is 

showcased in museums across the world. Really wonderful, Great Midwesterner. 

Writes Midwestern stuff. Nebraska stuff. I adore his book Plains Song. It is one of the 

most gorgeous family novels about two brothers and their wives. It’s a breathtaking 

book. And I think about it a lot, and I would never teach it either, but everyone 

should read it. 

 

OM: There’s a level of reverence with you for your books. 

. 

PO: Yeah, they’re like family. You love a book, you add some more family.  

 

OM: Will you describe your transition from writing novels to writing short stories 

since you have a new collection coming out? 

 

PO: Sure, I think it’s not that much of a change because I’ve always revered stories, 

above all. So I’m sort of going back to my roots in a sense. I mean, it’s not that I don’t 

like novels; it’s just that novels can be a little baggy, and there are times when you 

don’t want that bagginess. The power you can harness in seven or eight pages – 

that’s the kind of power I’m after right now. I’ve also got a novel in the works as 

well. I like to move back and forth between the forms and, at the same time, blend 

them. Some of my linked stories are like novels, and often my novels could just as 

well be called story collections.  I think we get too hung up on these labels.  
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OM: We’re discussing short and long form here, which is perfect since I write poetry 

and you write prose! 

 

PO: Yes! And stories need to be shaped in intensive ways like poems. I often say 

short stories are actually more challenging to write than novels. The misnomer is 

that one begins writing stories and then moves on to novels, right? That is total 

bullshit! Complete bullshit. Both are extremely difficult to write, but short stories 

are really a high-wire act: higher stakes, no question about it. It’s stupid to make 

generalizations, but it’s true: there are higher stakes when you only have that 

smaller vessel of the short story. 

 

OM: What did your parents initially think about you pursuing a career in writing 

and teaching writing, and how has this influenced your love of English? 

 

PO: My parents are both big readers. I grew up in a house full of books. I came to it 

without being pushed even though the love of literature was always there. They 

don’t talk about it, they just read all the time, and I sort of picked up on that. I 

appreciate that. Were they happier when I was pursuing being a lawyer? Probably! 

But they have since come around to it. 

 

OM: You discussed in our nonfiction seminar yesterday that some advice you have 

for writers is to basically blend fiction and nonfiction together, especially when 

maximizing one’s past experiences.  Where do you find this blending in your own 

work? And is there a desirable and/or discernible liminal area between fiction and 

nonfiction? 

 

PO: Marilynne Robinson has a great essay on realism being somehow limitless. To 

her, our reality has so many infinite depths that she doesn’t feel the need to reach 

for the fantastical. Not to say that she’s against it. But to her, realism is magical in 

and of itself. I’m simplifying her astronomically. But from this notion I take that our 

job is to transcribe how strange and miraculous life truly is. So I don’t have to look 
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far for stuff that is so bizarre that no one will believe, because it’s sitting right there 

in front of us. Just because a writer uses elements of things they see doesn’t mean 

that it can’t also be real, and by that, I mean wildly creative. In other words, if you 

are a realistic writer, it doesn’t mean you can’t also be fantastical because realism, 

the stuff that goes on there in the real world, is often beyond belief.  

 

OM: In terms of your new novel, Love and Shame and Love, could you give a 

character sketch of Alexander Popper to those who are interested in reading your 

book? 

 

PO: I think like a lot of us, Alexander’s someone who doesn’t quite live in the 

present. That his present momentum in life is to remember. The structure of the 

book centers on Alexander remembering not only his own memories but other 

people’s lives and their memories as well. He’s a lost soul trying to find himself 

through remembering and inventing—which are very closely related as far as I see 

it. We remember, we invent something to hold onto.  Alexander’s just an ordinary 

guy caught in some memory vortex brought on by the fact he comes from a complex 

family, again, like us all. 

 

OM: The book is really stunning visually based on its fragmentary format. It was 

really interesting to even just look at this sort of nonlinear trajectory in your novel 

that keeps readers on their toes. I enjoyed it a lot! 

 

PO: And authors should always be on their toes, too, while writing! [Laughs.] Which 

is the price you pay for trying something different. Thank you. 

 

OM: To close, I’d like to hear more about your current creative nonfiction work. Will 

you talk about your creative nonfiction work on Haiti? Not many people really 

recognize the unique cultural and historical implications of this country: the first 

black independent state in the Western hemisphere. 
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PO: It’s a huge, huge thing, as you know, and I’m a total outside observer to the 

place, though I have been to Haiti two times, and I’m starting to know the place a 

little bit better. My aim in this new oral history is to provide readers with some 

insight into what it is like to be Haitian after the earthquake. Hundreds of thousands 

of people were killed in less than 30 seconds. So there’s this terrible, terrible 

tragedy, beyond belief. Talk about the real and the strange. And yet Haiti is as 

nuanced and as complicated as any other place in the world and can’t be defined 

exclusively by this horrific event. In the book I’m going to try and show how people 

get along, survive and even thrive. Day-to-day living is hard in Haiti. We are trying to 

peel away the clichés and have lengthy conversations about what it’s like to live in 

Port-au-Prince right now in 2013. There’s more to Haiti than horror.  One of my 

Haitian colleagues remarked that when there isn’t a disaster, people generally don’t 

pay attention to Haiti, but as soon as disaster strikes, people come running. I’m not 

begrudging the jobs of reporters by any means.  I just think Haiti deserves a lot 

better. I’ll try and change the conversation in the new oral history.  
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CHARLES GABEL 

 

 

 

Crass Meadow 

 
wrest the dust from your body 
 
I cleave a poem to the earth 
 
for you—sowing light 
spilled beer 
on the meadow 
 
a paradise there 
 
I saw it splinter 
and swell as water 
 
I lift clotted songs 
limp cold now 
 
I lift a light to stain the pasture 
 
Apollo wilt light wilts 
radio touching radio to show each chorus 
 
I sing I sing I sing the forest with a little peasant reed 
 
split gum called to song 
clotting together my ink 
 
I will make a pasture and 
we will see God there 
 
how easy Orpheus works up 
your back when I put 
my hand between the ink 
 
and where the ink lives 
 
where I crest rust 
from my lungs 
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I dream a winter 
where Sappho plucks me back, a lyre 
 
still, trainlight wilts 
my crass meadow 
tough winds find me 
on the water 
 
the snow comes 
 
the snow comes 
 
the snow comes 
 
and I close my eyes 
and everyone else is dead 
 
I am an eddy 
 
no more poems 
 
this dusk is blistering 
around me and 
the meadow 
 
will you come find me here? 
 
when I blister into the dusk 
where the ink lives 
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HEATHER COX 

 

 

 

What Thomas Found 

 

Map of the Under-Underground 
1963 
 
He was in a café just west of Hyde Park, sitting in 
a wooden chair, sipping from a ceramic cup, 
when he saw the first drawing, crumbled, near 
the doorway. The film-like paper had grains of 
dirt embedded into the crinkles, and, yellowed, it 
emitted a faint tang of radish and kerosene, 
which clung to his nostrils and fingertips. The 
script and surrounding scribble appeared to 
have been scrawled by the tiniest possible hands. 
 
 
The Serpentine at Dawn 
1950 
 
Thomas was never one for coffee or conversation 
until the Second World War. The noise—
whispers of Hitler, the clack of air raids, the 
bellowing of bombs crumbling brick and the 
flickering of flames that followed—and the way 
it affixed to him like a bronze medal later pushed 
him into the rush of chatter, the fellowship of 
men in the mornings, where steam from mugs 
vanished fog from water. 
 
 
The Secret He Unfolded Daily 
1965 
 
It was under a blackened and warped floor board 
under his twin bed, under his ill-patched roof, 
beside the spot where the water pooled the 
widest, that he kept the peculiar papers he had 
found, folded into fourths, tied loosely with black 
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twine, inside the long cigar box, out of view of 
the white-paned window. 
 
The Catalyst (The Search Begins) 
1963 
 
Thomas was never one for excitement before the 
war. The drawings—the elaborate tunnels, the 
fusion of earth and steel, wood and pipe, the 
number of layers, the layers of mush and of 
mortar, the intricacy and the order—and piecing 
them together pulled him into the world of the 
under, the mystery of the city beneath. 
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An Eye, A Slit 

 

after the insomnia, he burned: 
 
every bent photograph, every mold-ridden 
corner of every soggy love letter, every unused 
stamp, every inch of her residue: every footprint 
on the carpet a stain—waves of whiskey burning 
his throat, mounds of broken glass like fresh 
graves—burned every bit of nothingness, every 
waterlogged word, every whisper saying her 
name, every pillow damp and depressed 
 
 
& he dreamed: 
 
behind every corner a phantom, atop every 
puddle a terrifying mirror and every night every 
day only bodies sinking into each other, 
disappearing, a rapid suck or piercing pop and 
then nothing—what is this why is this absence—
dreams gnawing memories, shredding them into 
meal—her body is mangled, he touches her 
sharp like a blade, she carves everyone empty—a 
buzzing rupture, then, the only sound the shriek 
of dreams 
 
 
& he collected: 
 
broken tools in wooden crates, tarnished silver 
in canvas bags 
 
he tied slipknots with locks of hair discovered in 
decaying books 
 
he harvested ruin and his hoard grew like a 
cancer 
 
he soaked splinters in Mason jars, until the point 
could no longer prick 
 
 
& he built himself into a museum of fracture 
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Angles and Contours by Amelia Jane Nierenberg 
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ASHLEIGH PHILLIPS 

 

 

 

Tanya 

 

On the day we met, she told me she was named after the sexiest country music star 

that ever lived. And that she knew how to fire a gun. And that she was one hundred 

percent Cherokee. My mama said I was named after nobody. We didn’t have a gun in 

our house. I had blonde hair and blue eyes. I was so jealous of her. When I said my 

prayers at night, I asked God to forgive me. 

 

It was May then and I would turn eight that August. She had just turned seven and 

was two heads shorter than me.  

 

When she invited me to her house for the first time, her daddy had just started fixing 

up the balcony. It looked out over Main Street. Her house was a tall, gray Victorian. It 

was the only Victorian on Main Street that had bits of lacy gingerbread trim missing. 

The wooden pieces were lying in the front yard like tired oleander blooms. It was 

built when the town was booming. I had seen a picture of it in a little history book of 

the county that somebody had put together. The picture was black and white, but it 

said the house used to be painted robin’s egg blue.  

 

Inside her house, there were no blinds or curtains on the windows. Instead, stained 

cotton sheets tried to block the sun. There was only one window in the living room 

and it didn’t have a sheet. Her grandmama always sat there, pushed back in a 

recliner in the corner where sunlight fell in on the left side of her face. The light 

made the floating specks of dust shine. With her heavy breaths, the sparkles would 

sway back and forth, circling her. Sometimes I’d make my way through the tides of 

swirling light to see how deep the wrinkles went around her eyes. When I was real 
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close to her like that, I’d ask her grandmama about animal spirits. She had thick 

arms. 

 

Her mama had big hips and talked sassy. Her daddy had a moustache and killed 

things. One time he killed a deer and her mama cooked it. She sneaked into the 

fridge to show me, because her daddy would yell when she opened it without his 

permission. She got up on her tip toes and pulled out a long container. She slapped 

the meat in my hand and told me to eat with my fingers. She told me to not think 

about Bambi, just hush and eat it. I thought it tasted a little like beef, but it was dry.  

 

She liked to show off her parents’ water bed. She’d take me to their bedroom and 

poke it to make it slosh. But I didn’t care nothing about that bed. I was always 

studying the one picture on the wall, huge and centered above the bed in a speckled 

brown frame. It was an Indian warrior sitting on a spotted horse. A side profile of 

the two. They were in the desert out west somewhere. There was a plateau and 

there weren’t any cactuses or trees. It was about to be dark because the sky was 

purple behind them. The horse’s head hung low. The warrior had white and red 

paint running down his chest from sweat. His leg muscles clinched around the horse. 

He sat slumped over with his hair in his face. An arrow stuck out of his back.  

 

She never said nothing about that warrior. She never went to powwows. She never 

went to church either, even though the Baptist church was right beside her house. 

While we played on her swing set, sometimes the church bells would ring. Her 

beaded bracelets that we’d load up on our arms would clink against the chains of the 

swing. Together the bells and the bracelets sounded like music. I told her all we 

needed was a big ol’ drum to beat on like Hi-a-wa-tha. Juna-lus-ka. Pow-ha-tan.  

 

Her back yard had roly polies, no grass, and a mean dog tied up at the edge of it. She 

hated to feed that dog. One day I watched her carry out its lunch. That dog jumped 

on her and knocked her down. She got up and came to me with her elbow bleeding. 

She told me she had fallen on a busted bottle. The blood was running quick but she 
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didn’t cry. Their back yard was scattered with dog food cans and cigarettes and 

broken bottles. I pressed a piece of glass into my right hand and pulled it down. The 

blood ran out and I didn’t cry either and I held her elbow. Our blood mixed together. 

We huddled, sitting there in the cool dirt until we thought we were sisters. 

 

That day I went home and twirled around in the yard. I did a rain dance while the 

junebugs sang. I lifted my hands towards the setting sun and swayed and smiled. 

Grass blades stuck between my toes, pulling from the earth, staining the bottom of 

my feet green. But I wouldn’t stop until it rained, because the corn needed it real 

bad. 

 

After that I’d check my hairbrush for dark brown hairs like hers. Around my 

birthday, I found one. I thought it would be proof of my native blood. I put it in an 

envelope addressed to the father thunder god. I figured him as an eagle with 

outstretched wings and turquoise eyes. I wrote a letter to him, but didn’t send it off. 

I was jealous of her because she’d know where it ought to go. 

 

Towards the end of summer, word got around town that her daddy dragged in 

drunk and hit her mama till she was ‘bout dead. Mama wouldn’t let me go to her 

house no more after that. We ended up in different schools. Her daddy stopped 

fixing the balcony. More and more bits of it fell in the front yard. By the time I left 

town, the yard was almost white.  

 

While I was away, I heard that her parents split. Her daddy moved out and her 

mama went to live with a boyfriend in the next county. Her grandmama had helped 

her with money until she died. She dropped out of community college when she got 

pregnant with twins. And she still lives in the same house. 

 

The last time I was home, my mama sent me uptown for an onion. I saw her when I 

got in the Food Mart. She didn’t have a nametag, but I knew it was her. I went to her 

checkout line and she rang me up. When she opened the cash register, the drawer 
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bumped her full pregnant belly and when she handed me the change, her fingernails 

grazed my right hand. 

 

As I walked back to my house, all I could think of was her floating on that waterbed 

alone under thin sheets, rubbing her warm pregnant belly, a slumped-over warrior 

hanging above her head. 
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TIM SUERMONDT 

 

 

 

HAN-SHAN 

 

I lean against the palace’s golden balustrade 
twined with apricot blossoms 
and  look down on the streets of Beijing 
like the emperor himself may have done 
when his subjects stirred in him a longing 
to join them in the chaotic world, no less 
beautiful for all its hubbub. 
 
There’s the woman I bought a sweet potato 
from before I climbed up and there’s 
the young couple decked out in designer duds, 
the LAKERS yellow shirt on the man 
shining like the sun and there’s the old man 
who said he’s the last communist and offered 
me a tiny porcelain bust of Mao which I bought 
and buried deep in the bottom of my bag. 
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KELLIE NADLER 

 

 

 

Noon (Already) 

 

A melancholic glimpse of the obliquely 

 opposed natures of niceness, 

 she was beyond orthodox tactics, 

  failing, setting the tone, 

   trudging back to her little hell, 

 

the dark lagoons under her eyes pallid and 

 fatigued, her demeanor em- 

 bedded like an amber jewel in the 

  austere plateaus, “I’m just 

   not hungry” she moans and decays, 

 

disremembering flowers bruised by a blend 

 of contradictory col- 

 ors, disappearing into the bram- 

  ble, walks erratically 

   in jagged circles, there are no 

 

walls, just subtext next to an old chain-link fence, 

 everything separate and 

 discrete, the downward rush of chaos, 

  a fate that rests among 

   the scraggly trees, and she, an ad- 

 

mirable freak, lives so intensely within 

 her own head that the only 

 thing that moves her is moving, “don’t worry” 

  I say “I’m merely plan- 

   ning on killing you,” because the 

 

only thing that moves me are those who lived and 

 died like dogs. 
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While Making Coffee 

 

 If form is my function and my nature is to stab 
 how did I fall in this river? Now swallowed 
 up by the prospect of making you erupt. 
 
Knee-buckling, too scared to try. Sit at a typewriter. 
/ Cut to a wastebasket / Cut to pipe dream / Cut to low-level job / 
Cut to menial task / Cut to plate glass window / 
 
 If I were a hot girl in a tube top 
 I could have gone outside to 
 wash my car in slow-motion. 
 
 
 
 
 
Stupid neuroticism builds too personal. Sit at a typewriter. 
/ Cut to intimacy / Cut to performance / Cut to a metal / Cut to a chest to pin it on / 
Cut to both hands / Cut to deflecting / Cut to hospital corridor / 
 
 A red dirt floor grotesque with 
 characterization. Me, scuttling like 
 a cockroach, eventually just laid flat. 
 
Attachment unavoidable, feet all tangled up. Sit at a typewriter. 
/ Cut to 40-watt light bulb / Cut to fog / Cut to dry land / 
Cut to throat / Cut to recording / Cut to knife / Cut to knife. 
 
 
 
 
 
I’ve been caught 
hark-hark  tear free 
spooning  from exertion 
the company I keep 
 from a tangle  a handful 
 a second to take  up space 
  shut so  as a result 
   been a thing 
I could write about my toe- 
 nails your tonsils my relationship 
with god how the Jeanie got 
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out of the bottle snooped 
(and) you don’t know  me well 
 small eyes bouncing 
 like what collides 
poke  part  pout 
something cool  forged 
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Spy Hopping in Transience by Jenna Wilson 
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MEAGAN CASS 

 

 

 

Illegal Reservoir Swim, July 1999 

 

Ari made fun of me for weeks after, glad his nerdy sister had at last fucked up, joking 

whenever he poured a glass of water from the tap, “I hope you didn’t scum this up 

with your stink.” And even mom only laughed when I came into the kitchen in my 

soaked Umbros and sports bra, the court notice crumpled in my hand, said, “I was 

getting worried. You’re always so good.” 

 

You’re the only one who got angry, my stand-up comedian of a father, my guide to 

George Carlin, Richard Pryor, and seventies Saturday Night Live, my shield from 

spastic soccer coaches and mom’s Merlot rages. You were tight lipped all the way 

home from the station, exploding when we turned into our cul-de-sac, “What the 

hell were you thinking? How could you be so stupid?” 

 

I’d been rollerblading the thirty-mile bike path that runs from Hawthorne to 

Manhattan, my legs still soccer girl strong, my strokes still figure skater sure, my 

boyfriend, a clarinetist I’d met in wind ensemble and planned to dump when I 

started NYU in the fall, trailing behind me as best he could. The July night was heavy 

on my shoulders, the pavement ahead of me seeming to blur, to steam, the Croton 

Reservoir a blue green as I skated the old railroad bridge over it. I don’t remember 

choosing to unlace my K2s, to walk toward that lush cool. 

 

And we weren’t even skinny dipping, we weren’t even fooling around. The 

clarinetist struck out alone, performed a thrashy backstroke, and I turned 

summersaults like a younger girl at the town pool, pulled myself up onto a granite 

rock, still warm from the day’s heat, sat perched there like some kind of suburban 

mermaid, listening to the water lap the trestles and the whir of the Taconic 
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threading south toward New York City, toward the life I wished would start already, 

a life I envisioned as dive bar concerts, loft parties, and coffee shops open past 10pm 

at which I would sit, thinner and braver, reading Spinoza or Derrida. 

 

That’s when I heard it, a voice coming through the trees, speaking into a 

walkietalkie, We’ve got a code green, watershed violation. Code green, watershed. 

 

The official crime was “bodily pollution of a water source.” You stayed mad through 

the court scene one month later, when I wore my wind ensemble khakis, told the 

judge, the father of a boy in my class, that I regretted my foolish action, that I would 

never pollute a water source again. 

 

“You’re lucky they only gave you a warning,” you said, taking me home in the 

minivan I was no longer allowed to drive. “They’re not as forgiving other places.” 

“I’d still rather be other places,” I said, bitched about Hawthorne’s single late night 

diner, it’s mall with its mall stores—the GAP, the Limited— its teenagers who 

blasted Dave Matthews in their cars, threw subdivision bashes they thought were 

hard core, the parents coming home from the Virgin Islands or Cancun to find their 

antique furniture duct taped together, their pure bread dog burping Honey Brown. 

 

“They’re all meatheads here,” I told you, too young to know it was me I hated, with 

my color coded binders, my polished Doc Martins, my nervous left full back, my 

occasional bulimia, my quietness around boys I considered funny. 

 

“Screw the suburbs,” I’d tell the clarinetist, during our make-out sessions at the 

reservoir dam. “It’s not-the-city. It’s not-the-country. It’s nowhere.” 

 

“No shit, Sherlock,” he’d say, an expression meant to make him sound both tough 

and witty. Then he’d kiss me hard, all teeth, the air full of mist, the water roaring 

over the spillway. 
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They’d taken us there on a field trip in the fourth grade, for what they called 

“Heritage Month.” The Parks and Rec guide, a freshly minted Eagle Scout, blond hair, 

eagle belt buckle, gave us orange creamsicles, told the story of the stonemasons 

hired to work the granite into place a hundred years ago, teenage boys brought over 

from Sicily, no money, no family in America, forced to live in crap ass laborers 

shacks, to work twenty hour days through negative-twenty winters. 

 

“Imagine the coldest you’ve ever been,” the guide said, holding his creamsicle up 

into the thick, May sun. “Now multiply it by a thousand.” 

 

We were more interested in the ruined town beneath the reservoir, the churches, 

the grist mill, the four hundred houses flooded by state mandate, the cemetery they 

moved thirty miles east, all to keep the water New York City clean. 

 

“Is there treasure? Like a grail?” a kid who’d just seen Indiana Jones asked. 

 

“Are there ghosts?” I wanted to know, having just seen Poltergeist with you. 

 

You moved the cemetery but you left the bodies! you’d call from my bedroom 

doorway, at the end of the day. 

 

You left the bodies and you only moved the headstones! I’d answer for goodnight.  

 

At the dam our teacher frowned. We were supposed to be learning some big lesson, 

something do to with struggle, with being grateful for what we’d been given. A week 

later, they had us interview our grandparents about the Great Depression. You took 

me to grandpa’s rest home off the Long Island Expressway, sat with me in the stuffy 

room with the hotel-style bed spread, the hotel painting of the Atlantic, white 

capped and unnaturally blue. The expressway traffic roared through the open 

window, the driver’s laying on their horns, the trucks lurching past, a jack hammer 

pounding the pavement. 
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I shouted my first pre-written question. “What did you have to give up in the Great 

Depression?” 

 

The old man yawned, looked at your belly, and told you to lay off those donuts, those 

Krispy Cremes. “We didn’t have those back then,” he said, then turned up the 

episode of Wheel of Fortune he’d been watching. Vanna White revealed more letters, 

some stock phrase showing its teeth. 

 

“You can go now,” grandpa shouted, after a minute or two. 

 

A year and a half later, when they buried him in the cemetery next to the 

expressway, you would shout over the traffic, over the trucks, over the jackhammer, 

over the bitter January wind, “You can go now, dad.” 

 

That day, though, you were soft-spoken, almost sad. “See you soon, Dad,” you said 

when we left, and then on the ride home, “It’s hard for him sometimes. He gets lost 

inside his own memories. He gets confused. He’s used to being everyone’s boss.” 

I said nothing, upset with my lack of data, my black and white composition book 

blank. At the kitchen table that night, everyone asleep, all I could think to write 

about was grandma and grandpa’s basement in the old Port Washington house, the 

junk piled floor to ceiling: rows of yellowed newspapers, rinsed tomato sauce jars, 

bowling balls, wooden skis, Aunt Donna, Aunt Rosalyn, and Aunt Karen’s 1960’s 

Seventeens, and my favorite, the cigar boxes full of costume jewelry, brighter and 

heavier than anything they sold at Claire’s in the Hawthorne Mall. 

 

“Don’t you touch those. They’re mine,” grandma hissed at me once, when I extracted 

a faux gold choker with a daisy pendent. 

 

The whole family was there, trying to clean things up, the move to the rest home a 

month away, the Alzheimer’s diagnosis a few years old. 
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“They grew up with nothing,” Mom whispered in my ear. “You have to understand.” 

 

“They’re hoarders, Joanne,” you said, too loud, bending to pick up a bowling ball, 

hooking your fingers into those black eyes. “This place is rotting from the inside 

out.” 

 

This wasn’t the kind of story the teacher wanted, I figured. Too dingy, too ugly, too 

ordinary, somehow. I tore out the ruined pages, made up something about grandma 

and grandpa back in Chicago, before grandpa’s affair, before they moved to Long 

Island, before cul-de-sacs and bowling clubs, before the children they half-loved. In 

my story, they are still teenagers, catching crayfish in the Chicago River with bits of 

Wonder Bread tied to sewing string. I’d seen it in a movie, or read it in a YA novel. 

 

What resilience! A great family story! the teacher wrote in the margin, gave me an A. 

And that was the end of my family history investigations for a while. What I learned 

after that, I learned haphazardly, when the aunts visited for Passover, sat around the 

table drinking black coffee from blue tea cups, their talk drifting from Bill Clinton’s 

shitty foreign policy in the Balkans to their kids’ soccer tournaments, to their own 

childhoods, their teenage shopping trips to A&S, where the old man was Vice 

President, the antique furniture he would stipple in his attic workshop and try, 

unsuccessfully, to sell, the ivory pipes he’d carve Old Testament scenes into, display 

in a curio cabinet in the living room, the Saturday temple bazaars he and grandma 

would go to, the time all four siblings were left alone during one, ages four through 

ten, how they had what the eldest, Aunt Donna, called an aspirin party, took all the 

pills in the bathroom cabinet, poured them onto the saucers meant for company, 

swallowed them down with orange Tab, had to have their stomachs pumped. 

 

“Fuck, we thought child services would take us away after that,” you said, took 

another slice of the Junior’s cheesecake Aunt Rosalyn had brought from Brooklyn. 
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“Probably should have,” Aunt Donna said, and cackled. And I figured then that this 

was a story about neglect, about not being loved enough, about being left. 

Lately, though, Aunt Donna in the hospital, too depressed to eat, you gone a year, 

your Crispy Kremed heart having stopped in the middle of the night, I think maybe it 

was more a story about death. I imagine the lovely way the light must have fallen 

through the crinoline curtains, the glassy quiet of that big house, the prettiness of 

the white pills on the olive green saucers mom gave me last week when I got 

engaged, too fast, to a man you will never meet. I imagine the metallic sweet taste of 

them on the tongue, the younger kids believing they were playing at healing, at 

making themselves better somehow, maybe even sensing a more complicated 

sickness coming, a more amorphous ache on its way, one they would all need Prozac 

and Zoloft and other space age drugs to stave off in middle age. 

 

And was Aunt Donna, the eldest, bone tired of those museum quiet Saturdays, of her 

mother’s canned dinner love, her father’s closed workshop door? Did part of her 

want to go to sleep for a long while, even at that young age, to feel her life ellipses 

away? Was it a kind of relief when the stippled coffee table and the curio cabinet 

spun out of focus, when she lay down on that ocean of blue carpet and her body 

numbed? Was it the most exquisite kind of drowning, the first taste of the blue she 

would come to crave? 

 

Was it the blue that rises in me lately, lying awake next to this man I’ve promised to 

always love? After he’s fallen asleep, I slip out to our apartment complex pool—we 

live in the Deep South, where I moved for graduate school—dangle my legs in the 

lukewarm water, think of cold, blue reservoirs, of cold, blue Sicilian boys, of how, in 

those thin, stilted shacks, those winter nights, they must have longed for more than 

warmth, must have wondered if they’d made the right choice, if the more real life, 

the better life, was back in that other place, that other country already starting to 

warp, to gleam with memory. 
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I think of you alone in a chilly dorm in upstate New York, sixteen and in your first 

year of college, having skipped two grades. Your parents saved their A&S fortune for 

the temple, sent you with nothing but a Samsonite suitcase and your bar mitzvah 

pen. You washed dishes at a local steakhouse four nights a week, had trouble 

making friends. 

 

Weekends your roommate visited a girlfriend in Buffalo, took his stereo adapter 

with him so you couldn’t listen. 

 

Overtired, lonely, fingers pruned, you packed it in after one semester, got back on 

the Greyhound, back toward the home you hated, thought you’d left for good. You 

wouldn’t stay long, you told yourself as the bus wove through the Catskills, the trees 

December bare. 

 

Maybe you’d move to the city, try stand-up or join a band with your Martin guitar. 

You didn’t know how to read music but you knew a few chords, Dylan, the Beatles, 

the Stones. 

 

Your ex-girlfriends had said you had a good voice. 

 

Instead, you’d marry Mom at twenty-two, a girl you’d known in high school, a hippy 

turned physical therapist, a woman who knew every human bone and every Jonie 

Mitchell song by heart. You wanted to love her the way you’d never been loved, to be 

a good dad. 

 

You got your teaching degree as soon as you could, moved to a suburb that seemed 

like a nice place, more rugged than where you were raised, with its combination of 

athletic fields and forests, its newly paved bike path fringed in trees. You imagined 

taking your unborn children on it, packing a picnic of Hebrew National salami on 

rye, showing us how to maneuver a ten-speed, how to shift gears, how to pace 

ourselves. 
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How could you guess the town would come to feel like the historical villages you 

took us to in summer, the people smiling too hard in their starched uniforms, the 

music stale and inoffensive as nursing home bedrooms? How could you know that 

your daughter would flee full of anger, would forget to write or call for months, 

except to ask for money for another security deposit, or for a speeding ticket 

acquired somewhere between New Orleans and Jackson, where she was doing god 

knows what, or for a repair on the minivan you’d given her as a college graduation 

present, the note, written on globe patterned stationary, stuck beneath the 

windshield wipers, reading, Enjoy your travels, girla. Take me with you. Share it all. 

 

A daughter who would move in with a series of dull men you could never remember 

the names of, men she thought would make the blue go away, men who would laugh 

at her reservoir “arrest” story, call her cute, run their hands through her hair, their 

fellowshipped poet, their sundressed, academic, their innocent wanderer. A 

daughter five states and one time zone away, Abita Strawberry drunk, the night you 

died, a daughter who would only come back to see you buried beside your parents, 

beside that highway that never goes quiet. 

 

A daughter who would spend her last summer at home with her boyfriend, skating 

farther and farther away from you, who would swim illegally, not caring about the 

rules or if she got caught, as if she was already only a visitor passing through 

Hawthorne—this Play Mobile town, she’d told you it was—as if she was already 

flitting through your life like a halfremembered song, already strange to you, already 

gone. 

 

A girl no longer interested in ghosts, who did not look, that day in the not-a-lake-

not-an-ocean, for the old foundations. She imagines them now though, these 

homesick, haunted nights. She pushes her younger self off that rock, gasps as she 

goes under—the water is colder than she remembers—opens her eyes to discover 

the buildings still as shipwrecks, the cobbled streets still intact. She is spinning the 

water mill like a wheel of fortune, swimming through the doorway of the one room 
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schoolhouse, slipping through the living room window of a Port Washington 

colonial full of stippled furniture, staring through the smudged glass of a curio 

cabinet. She is passing over the old cemetery, the ghosts rising around the nameless 

graves like pipe smoke. 

 

She is a phantom Ariel, too ready grasp at the surface glint of the white-toothed 

prince, at his promises of a world where her memories don’t drift and warp the way 

they do, a world where her old life and her new are as separate as air and water, 

where a warning is enough to absolve her of her mistakes, where abandonment is 

confined to a Long Island house in 1957, where the dead are buried gently and sleep 

soundly in permanent graves, where the stories we tell about ourselves are like 

necklaces plucked from a basement cigar box, gaudy and heavy and yet so right on 

our necks, matching our dresses, catching the light, meaning only what we ant them 

to mean. 
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EMILY NORDLING 

 

 

 

Execution: September 21, 2011 

 —for Troy Davis and sister Martina (d. Dec 2, 2011; cancer) 

 

Martina unbraided nooses until the skin of her 
hands unbraided from bones and fell like something 
discarded, like the skin of a snake running without legs 
from some garden, some manner of innocence. 
 
She pulled out knots tied with Boy Scout precision, 
and she pulled them to herself until they knotted 
inside her, inside the brother she’d placed in her center,  
inside a garden—untouched by dirty hands—until only 
 
One strand of rope remained—just barely a string, just 
barely a snake long enough to coil from her raw, red- 
tipped fingers to the ground, to the man she’d watched grow,  
a man now separated by rope and bars hard like lies. 
 
A man was lynched yesterday. But his sister held 
his face—copied to paper—on the faces of thousands, 
and her hands were burned from rope, and her hands 
were burned from plucking strings, like apples from a tree. 
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Foundling Clone by Jenna Wilson 
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ANNIE MOUNTCASTLE 

 

 

 

Progression 

 
 
My Quaker parents were good people 
against firearms, but my mother’s protests 
diminished when I walked into the forest 
and came back with enough wild game  
to feed the family and sell the rest in town. 
I will not starve in the snow or be eaten  
by wolves. I stand in the quiet shadows 
of the forest. Aim. Fire. Aim. Fire. Aim. 
Fire. I am Annie Oakley, here to teach 
women that if your feet can’t carry you 
out of the wolf pack, a pistol will  
keep them off of you. Oh Lord, I am  
a terrible Quaker. I am. I am. 
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Notes from Annie 

 

When I say, women ought to hide guns inside their umbrellas 
when walking alone at night, and you laugh, I think, you don’t get it at all.  
 
Frank never tells me to calm down. I appreciate that about him. 
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Petite 

 

It was almost immediately apparent to me that being 
five feet tall, one hundred pounds, and sweeter 
than sweetbread, was an exploitable circumstance. 
 
Add the gun, the talent, the prim dress cinched 
at the waist, and people will pay to see. 
 
I kept my ankles covered and men’s 
imaginations did all the rest. 
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SUSAN SCUTTI 

 

 

 

Living Among Indians in Journal Square 

 

A car alarm went off and gave everyone a start  
Three pedestrians bumped into one another, hostility aroused yet 
Not one of them blamed the absentee owner of the impressive vehicle 
Which shimmered in the lingering sunlight and the dull gray SUV and  
Scuffed white pickup bookending it simply could not compare 
Two locavores unconsciously smiled as they loitered nearby  
To behold such elegance sitting there within their  
Reach in ways it looked exactly like every other thing no longer 
wanted and left  
By the curb for someone else to take away and I said so to the butcher 
yet 
He continued to stare through his shop window at those who 
Passed 
 
It is a mystery to me that machinery fascinates so many people when 
You can buy a talking birthday card for a couple of  
Bucks are so mysterious when you happen upon them in the woods 
Antlers like family tree branches and startled awareness in their eyes  
Masks for perfect instinct like the closed blinds behind which I sit as I  
Remember you telling me about a subway stop in Rome where you 
Descended how many flights? into a milling darkness  
As dramatic as the sudden wail of an expensive auto abandoned by  
Who knows 
Who 
 
I can no longer wait for someone to turn up and turn off the noise 
don't worry 
If perfect peace does not exist when you arrive I will close all my 
windows  
So you will remain undisturbed by sounds from the street if you 
choose to visit 
Let me apologize in advance for any obvious lack and know that I   
Appreciate your story and thought of it once again when a nearly  
Perfect stranger told me he did not believe in the human soul as I 
stood on a subway platform between  
Him and a nearly perfect 
Void   
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ROBERT P. KAYE 

 

 

 

The Ruined Part of the Rainbow 

 

My parents sat my brother and myself down in the living room and told us they 

were splitting up. I promised myself that when I grew up, got married and had kids, 

this would never happen to them. 

 

Mom sported a yellow dress dotted with little red flowers that looked like they were 

floating in a sea of pee. Dad wore a mustardish polo shirt, foreshadowing the 

repulsive Volvo sports car he would soon buy and shoehorn my brother and myself 

into the back seat while a rotating cast of blondes rode shotgun. 

 

I fixated on Mom and Dad’s poor sartorial choices while they recited the usual litany 

of crap: It doesn’t mean we don’t love you guys. You’ll still see both of us all the time. 

 

You’ll get twice as many Christmas presents because your father is an obsessive 

skirt chasing asshole. 

 

I realized that yellow is a forced attempt at sunny, the signifier of bargain pricing in 

retail and the color of police tape at a crime scene. Yellow conveys cheery cheap 

alarm. Who wears yellow to The Talk? 

 

Yellow became a huge problem when learning to drive. I approached green lights 

with a supercharged heart, counting down to the instant when change unloosed 

chaos, Dad yelling “Gun it, son, don’t stop! Goddamnitwhatthehell is wrong with 

you?” Black crayon skid marks snaked behind, the nose of the car protruding into 

the intersection. 
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Further down the road, Dad had me pull over. “Look,” he said. “Get your license and 

I’ll give you this car.” I already knew the Volvo was a piece of shit that spent most of 

the time in the shop—we spent our weekends with him on lots looking at Fiat 

Spiders. But hell, it was a car and I’d recently gone out for football. I had a good shot 

at losing my virginity, even in a weird-ass Volvo. 

 

At the next yellow light I closed my eyes and floored it. Dad spent two weeks in a 

neck brace, the car totaled. Dad bought himself that Fiat Spider and moved to 

California and we hardly ever saw him after that. 

 

My brief career as a punter came to an end when I fumbled the ball under pressure 

from a swarm of yellow uniforms, ending up at the bottom of a dog pile with a 

ripped ACL. My virginity remained intact. 

 

I met Lacy in college about the time that Coldplay song, where everything is just 

awesome because it’s “all yellow,” infected the radio airwaves like the flu. Lacy 

didn’t wear yellow, except for a pair of panties I didn’t mind removing. She adored 

that song. I endured it as one of the many sacrifices made in the name of love and 

waited for it to drop out of rotation. 

 

After two cautious years of dating, I proposed. She picked the Coldplay song for our 

first dance as man and wife. I soldiered through with my eyes closed, hoping she 

thought me overcome with emotion. 

 

We had two kids and bought a house, which happened to be yellow. She planted 

sunflowers in the back yard. One day she brought home a yellow lab from the 

pound. He growled every time I came in through the front door and bit me on two 

occasions. 

 

We went shopping for our first new car. We agreed on the make and model of the 

minivan, but she wanted yellow and I couldn’t do that. I pointed out that in retail 
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yellow signifies cheap, which she chose to interpret as me saying she was cheap. We 

left the car lot not speaking to each other. 

 

I could see where this was headed. I sat her down and tried to explain, but her 

yellow sweater threw me into a panic. “You know how I shut my eyes at yellow 

lights?” I said. “You what?” 

 

I could tell she was already thinking back to that first dance at the wedding. It 

snowballed from there. I guess you don’t have to hear the details, except that when 

we gathered the kids in the living room and had The Talk, I told them it wasn’t their 

fault and they shouldn’t make promises to themselves that they had no control over. 

Being a kid was pressure enough. I wore a mustard yellow shirt identical to my 

father’s, which took me days to find. I figured if I was going to ruin part of the 

rainbow for them, it might as well be a color already beyond redemption. 
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MEG KENNEDY 

 

 

 

Constructing the Eulogy 

 

When he hung up the phone, the first thing he did 
was construct: the lines that would melt their eyes, 
the vision of himself at a podium, black-suited. 
 
He would speak, and to perfume their sighs 
would be many fragrant, terrible flowers. 
Because, of course, he would be asked to speak, to please rise 
 
and construct: particular turns of phrase to evoke, “What a good writer!” 
(The grandchild, the good one, the one good with words) 
To call to mind abstracts—the hero, the devoted, the sacrificer— 
 
with tangibles: long endurance of his wife’s bichon-like hair and yapping, absurd— 
No, the crushing honesty he strives for at age twenty-one 
will not do in the county funeral parlor, for the dumb herd. 
 
No, he would detail the quiet fishing trips—a trope overdone— 
on the lake two counties over, how he was allowed, kindly, 
to bait the hook with his euphemistic “fisherman’s gloves.” Now begun, 
 
next, the car battery rigged to shock the bluegill, quickly, 
generous electrocution to precede the nimble knife’s red— 
“Look, eggs in this’n”—finally skillet spitting tongues around white flesh, crispy, 
 
crunching in both their spaced front teeth—“Matchin’ sets,” he always said. 
He hung up, imagining his grandfather, living, dead.  
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